Runaway Rails
System Requirements

- Any device running Android 1.5 or higher
- Minimum 512mb of RAM
The Story

A group of baby ducks sets out to have fun at the local amusement park, “The Slope,” on a peaceful day like any other. They are having a thoroughly enjoyable experience, when all of a sudden a computer malfunction causes their coaster to derail off course, into an unfinished section of track. Even worse, a coaster full of foxes is chasing after them and will run into them if they slow down! The crew frantically bands together to build track pieces and buy time for the baby ducks.
Controls

So simply **TAP** or **DRAG** to guide the coaster
Your coaster of baby ducks - guide them along safe for as long as possible.

A group of foxes has taken to chasing your coaster with one of their own! Don't let them catch up!

Collect these balloons as you guide the coaster. You can use these to buy upgrades later.

Guide the coaster through one of these stars to gain a huge boost of speed!
First, you need to escape the carnival. Watch out for hot air balloons and toy ships flying through the air. And be careful not to crash into the ride pillars above or the village homes below!
Who knows what else you might find if you survive long enough...
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